The interdependence of protein surface topography and bound water molecules revealed by surface accessibility and fractal density measures.
To characterize water binding to proteins, which is fundamental to protein folding, stability and activity, the relationships of 10,837 bound water positions to protein surface shape and residue type were analyzed in 56 high-resolution crystallographic structures. Fractal atomic density and accessibility algorithms provided an objective characterization of deep grooves in solvent-accessible protein surfaces. These deep grooves consistently had approximately the diameter of one water molecule, suggesting that deep grooves are formed by the interactions between protein atoms and bound water molecules. Protein surface topography dominates the chemistry and extent of water binding. Protein surface area within grooves bound three times as many water molecules as non-groove surface; grooves accounted for one-quarter of the total surface area yet bound half the water molecules. Moreover, only within grooves did bound water molecules discriminate between different side-chains. In grooves, main-chain surface was as hydrated as that of the most hydrophilic side-chains, Asp and Glu, whereas outside grooves all main and side-chains bound water to a similar, and much decreased, extent. This identification of the interdependence of protein surface shape and hydration has general implications for modelling and prediction of protein surface shape, recognition, local folding and solvent binding.